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About This Game

Unmechanical is a puzzle adventure that combines tricky puzzle solving, alluring exploration, and an engrossing atmosphere. Set
in a fantastic world of flesh, rock and steel, your journey to freedom requires you to solve a great variety of puzzling challenges,

and while it’s easy to pick up and play, later challenges may prove very difficult indeed.

Key features:

Intuitive and simple controls, applied to a great range of interactions.

A carefully created world with unique environments and an engrossing atmosphere.

More than 30 unique puzzles, including logic-, physics-, and memory- oriented challenges.

Uncover a dark secret through strange clues and fantastic events.

Over three hours of puzzle-solving, exploration, and adventure.
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This is possibly the best game of 2018 so ill give you the pros and cons
Pros-
.Immersive gameplay
.amazing story
.photo-realistic graphics
.great singleplayer experience
.good controls
.runs well
.no exo jumps
.is a modern game unlike blackops 4
.amazing soundtrack
Cons-
.no sequel
.no loot boxes. This is a side-scrolling shoot'em up with some really good visuals. The game seems to be quite packed with
backgrounds, enemies and music requiring around 4 GB to install. Once you optimise your mouse sensitivity and realise that
your ship has both primary and secondary weapons, the game is actually quite fun to play. It has 8 levels in total and apparently
you can design your own levels and enemies (although I haven't tried the editor much).. What even the F**k is this , a game for
1 year oldd, worst thing ever , even if you give a pen to your 3 year old and tell him to draw , maybe he will create something
better than thiss. 3/10 recommended.. A straightforward VN in Deadlands Noir setting, an urban fantasy pen-and-paper rpg set
in New Orleans in the roaring '20s. Cheap, short, and simple story, but nice enough. Treat it as introduction to Deadlands Noirs
game... or inspiration. Though, better if you get it when it's under a dollar.. Very well done, feels quite real. Hopefully a lot
more statues and art will be added. With more content, I could easily spend the afternoon here... This game is a quaint text based
adventure with an interesting plot and good comedy.

I especially loved the transition when you change the background color.

(its so beautiful)

This is the perfect type of game to revisit every now and again, but not get every ending in one go. I feel like the world of this
game has so much more potential. So many more stories to tell. One thing I disliked was when you replay the game, it can feel
as if the different choices you make when you start change nothing. It would of been much more satisfiying if, as an example,
the beginning would have a different feel depending on what you choose to do in the game. But thats just what I think.

Overall I belive this game to be very enjoyable and something I would reccomend to many people and find it a very nice
experience.. UPDATED: 5/11/15

The game is literally dead. And I don't mean nobody's playing, I mean the 12 year old devs literally took down the servers. It's a
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mystery how this is still on Steam.. Great chapter. I honestly don’t mind that the game has been made by people with opinions
about things, which is dangerous in this genderless - offended by everything society. The lines most character speak are godly :D
Only the clicking system might be a bit annoying with having to change action icon A LOT of times (I used right click and
clicked so many useless and unnecessary clicks). But I seriously enjoyed this little gem.. This game is a very cool survival game
and looks very promising game play you can find all the resorses you need to craft items you need will do a Stram first look at
this game to show how you can craft items and build stuff once you get a feel for the mechanics and familiarize yourself with
the environment, it is fairly straight forward . If you like Survivel games and building would recomend buying this game or even
put on your wish list. Utsuho's insanely fun to screw around with. She has pretty basic danmaku shots, but her 4th shot is
Nuclear Excursion, which puts her in X-Mode and allows her to spam Giga Flare and in general nuke everything while yelling at
the top of her lungs. If I had to pick only one DLC player, I'd pick her.
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This \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 hits hard. But the HDD form is where it's at. You want a tanky-strength build
character? Yellow Heart's got you covered. Oppai loli forever.. If you loved Moonbase Commander like I did, then this is a
required purchase. Someone has to keep the lineage of the Hierarchical RTS genre alive and I will support anyone who does it
right! It may not be Moonbase Commander proper but it's the best we'll get for years.. Gameplay: 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/LQPXx6nD1K0

Have you ever seen paint dry? Thats AWSOME compare to this game.

- Horrible interface
- The game dont work
- Bad controlls
- It\u00b4s so broken in so many levels... Probebly the worst game on Steam!

I am sorry but i couldent recommend this game if it was for free... it would take up space on your HD!. Short, boring,
pretentious. I've been through the game almost twice now. It's really a well-written and polished game. It has very good writing
and very decent lengths of text before choices (I want a decent story, not just the choices part). Almost no errors - I think I only
noticed one missing space between words in my whole initial playthrough.

The game is generally forgiving of mistakes - it's not easy to have then game suddenly end early from a mistake. However if you
are trying for something very particular (relationship with one character) then it can be quite strict, well strict in a sense - it's not
too hard to have a good outcome, but hard to have a top level outcome. Which all seems very good design sense - catering for
people who want to enjoy the different routes as well as those that really want to push for the hard-core perfect routes. It all
points to a lot of preparation and a lot of polish.

The first time I played the game I had a strong sense that it would feel pretty identical on the second playthrough going through
main plot areas - but actually I was pleasantly surprised by how many different screens of text I came across second playthrough
- how failed chocies in my first playthrough were actually panning out in my second through different character options.
I also really liked how finding something special actually made special choices pop up in multiple areas after that.

I also like how this game is written like a proper fantasy book and not peppered with strong swearing and unnecessary gore.

The only negative is a strong doubt about the wordcount.

In my second playthrough most huge blocks of text are almost identical. I have a better\/worse relationship with a
character and so on a page of text, one sentence near then end is a bit different. It's a nice touch in a game full of nice
touches - but I suspect that the whole page of text is counted as additional wordcount rather than that one sentence. I
don't feel this is an honest wordcount, and real wordcount being more along the lines of <100K rather than >500K.
A true wordcount should be the amount of additional original content.

Overall - a great game with many hours of content, and will be enjoyable to replay multiple times.. Picked up on 75%
special and can have no complaints. Think it might be overpriced at normal cost,

That being said, a competent Tower Defense title that will give you pause for tactical thought.. Wow. Cool idea. the
beginnings of a decent execution.. and then the developer abandoned it, hasn't updated in a few years?
Disappointing.. It's a good length, and there are a lot of real choices that have a legitimate impact on the outcome of the
story: impact on both the ending and the different paths to getting there. There's really good replayability value. The
characters are all very unique, and I had a lot of fun building up relationships and helping out the village. what
nostalgic game that i played when i still a kid with psp . love this game so much. For those who enjoy a vapid, soulless
experience, this game is perfect. Not only is the story paper thin, but as a visual novel it fails to add anything to the
story either. Although some of the art is nice, its sparse with only minor changes to the characters and backgrounds
throughout the game. Incongruities are rife amongst the writing, characters, and backgrounds.

 Yes, you do learn about Japanese culture whilst playing the game, but you do so to the story's detriment. Large chunks
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of the character’s dialogue is simply cultural regurgitation, so much so that they might as well be their own segments.
Any aspect of either of the two girls is solely attributed to them because the target demograph of this game finds them
appealing. A more solemn, shy girl who does her best to appease those around her, and a lively, wild girl who is
sporadic in behaviour.

 One writes doujin and the other likes to cosplay.  These aren’t characters; they are fantasies.

Not only are the two main girls terribly created, but the main character (Brian) is also insufferable. Like other main
characters of a similar ilk, he’s only an empty vessel for the reader to live vicariously through, with the occasional
character trait that relates to the game’s target demograph – like being an otaku, or being extremely socially awkward
around girls.

If you are an otaku, are socially awkward around girls, enjoy Japanese school girls and love visual novels, them by all
means you’ll love this game to its core. But for the rest of the Earth, stay away from this rancid filth.

.....oh, and don't expect a good ending or meaningful choices. They don't exist in the game.
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